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**Abstract:** Applies a specific procedure in order to determine unemployment compensation benefits, discounts, and taxes for the 2023 calendar year.

Present law provides that the administrator of the Louisiana Workforce Commission (LWC) shall apply Procedure 2 from present law as it relates to the maximum dollar amount of "wages," maximum weekly benefit amount, with any applicable discounts under present law, and the formula for computation of benefits for the calendar years of 2021 and 2022.

Proposed law retains present law and provides that the administrator of LWC shall apply Procedure 2 from present law for the calendar year beginning on Jan. 1, 2023.

Effective upon the Legislature of La. depositing funds into the clearing account of the Unemployment Compensation Fund.

Effective upon signature of governor or lapse of time for gubernatorial action.

(Adds R.S. 23:1474(J)(3))